
Regionite Mini-Census

In order to know how many people will live in our stateless society(The URA). 
We will have private brands, like private statistical groups. That might go door to 
door asking questions, in order to have data for The Regionite census. This is a 
small example, of how The Regionite Census might look like.

Personal Information

Name:

Birthplace and Nationality:

Place of Residence:

Date of Birth:

Age:

Gender:

What Ethnic Group do you belong to ? 

Please choose or mark one.

APA = Anglophonic Alpines. Alpine Race-Pink Skin English-Speaking 
Regionites.

BAR = Black Anglophonic Regionites. Afro-Black English-Speaking 
Regionites.

Native Americans/Regionite Amerindians. Regionites that are from The Native 
American Tribes of The U.R.A..

Hispanophonic Regionites. Spanish-Speaking Regionites.

Other = Regionites who belong to another ethnic group not listed.

Physical Race(Physical Raciology)

This just a description or your physical body and appearance. Please choose an 
option.



White Caucasoid Race(If you fall into any of these descriptions, then you are 
white). 

Alpine Race = Pinkish skin, chestnut reddish-brownish hair and freckles.

Mediterranean Race = Olive skin, curly-black hair and hooked nose.

Nordic Race = Natural-Goldish skin, Natural-blonde hair and Blue or Green 
eyes.

Mixed White(If you have more than one of these white race characteristics).

Black Negroid Race(If you fall into any of these descriptions, then you are 
black).

Lightoid Race = Light black skin, big lips, medium body, curly hair.

Darkcoid Race = Dark black skin, big lips, wide-large body, curly hair.

Ojitoid Race = Light black skin, big lips, medium body, curly hair and Epicanthic 
folds(small eyes).

Nosinoid Race = Light black skin, big lips, medium-small framed body, curly hair 
and Hooked nose.

Mixed Black(if you have more than one of these black race characteristics).

Yellow Mongoloid Race(If you fall into any of these descriptions, then you are 
yellow).

Mountainoid Race = Yellow-reddish skin, big wide cheeks, large framed body 
and Epicanthic folds(small eyes).

Malayoid Race = Yellow-olive skin, small framed body and Epicanthic folds
(small eyes).

Peninsuloid Race = Yellow-pinkish skin, medium-small framed body, chestnut-
reddish-brownish hair, freckles and Epicanthic folds(small eyes).

Mixed Mongoloid(if you have more than one of these yellow race 
characteristics).

Mixed Race(People who have physical characteristics from more than one 
different race). 



Religion(Is just what religion you follow or in some cases the lack of Religion).

Christianity = Any Christian denomination.

Judaism = Any Jewish denomination.

Islam = Any Islamic denomination.

Atheism and Agnosticism = The Lack of Religion or Religious beliefs.

Other = Followers of Religions not listed.


